What is the
Letterbox Club?

An award-winning programme run
by BookTrust, in partnership with
the University of Leicester, which
aims to inspire a love of reading
and engagement with numeracy in
children who are looked-after
or vulnerable.
Personalised parcels of carefully
selected books, stationery and
number games are provided for
children aged 3 – 13 to help
encourage reading and learning
at home. Some parcels also include
a fun writing activity, stickers
and letters from a range of
children’s authors!

How does it work?
Each child receives a Letterbox
Club parcel once a month for six
months, usually from May –
October. This timeframe ensures
the parcels provide support over
the summer holidays and during
transition into a new school year.
The parcels are delivered to
participating local authorities or
schools, who then post them to
the child’s home address, or give
them to the children they have
enrolled in school.

There are six parcel sets:

1. Letterbox Purple for 3 - 5 year olds
2. Letterbox Orange for 5 - 7 year olds
3. Letterbox Yellow for 7 - 9 year olds
not yet reading independently
4. Letterbox Blue for 7 - 9 year olds
5. Letterbox Red for 9 - 11 year olds
6. Letterbox Green 11 - 13 year olds
The above ages are just a
guide. If you've got a child
who is working at a lower
or higher level, you can
choose the parcel set that
will suit them most.

What do I
need to do?
Each local authority or school
assigns a Letterbox Club
coordinator to deliver the
programme. The Letterbox Club
coordinator will then:
•

Distribute the parcels to the
children each month

•

Keep track of the child’s details,
ensuring they continue to
receive their parcels if they
move address

•

Personalise each child’s parcel
by writing their name on and
inserting the letter provided to
you for each month

•

Use the coordinators’ area of
the website, which has all you
need to deliver the programme
successfully – including letters
for the parcels, information
for carers, evaluation materials
and more!

Remember, you’ll get ongoing
support from the Letterbox Club
team at BookTrust and you can
always get in touch with any
questions:
Letterbox@booktrust.org.uk

What can I
expect from the
programme?
Evaluation of the Letterbox
Club has shown a demonstrable
impact. Common themes over
several different evaluations
include:

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Feeling special – children
feeling ‘remembered’, and
being excited about receiving
the parcels
Carers and children spending
time together enjoying the
parcels – an opportunity to
build better relationships
Children reading to others and
sharing the books with other
family members
Children and carers reporting
increased confidence in reading
and number
Carer engagement – carers
reporting they did more with
their child as a result
Importance of continuity –
parcels being delivered despite
placement moves.

For more information, please visit: letterboxclub.org.uk
or call 020 7801 8825
The Letterbox Club is £145 per child, with an Early Bird offer of £135 per child.

